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ABSTRACT 

A finite partially ordered set (poset) P = (X, P) is called an interval or- 
der if there is a 1 — 1 function which assigns to each element x € X a closed 
interval [az,6z] of the real line R so that x < y in P if and only if bz < ay 

in R. For a poset (X, P), height(X,P) is the maximum number of points in 
a chain, while dim(X, P) is the dimension of (X, P), the minimum number of 
linear orders on X whose intersection is the partial order P. In 1972, I. Ra- 

binovitch proved that the function f(n) = max{dim(X,P): height(X,P) c 
n, P is an interval order} is defined and satisfies f(n) < [n+1]. In this paper, 
we show that f(n) = lglgn+(1/2+ o(1))(ig lg ign). The proof techniques in- 
clude establishing links between the dimension of interval orders, the chromatic 
number of shift graphs, and the classical problem of counting the number of 
antichains in the subset lattice. 

1. Introduction 

We consider a partially ordered set P (also called a poset or ordered set) 

as a pair (X, P) where X is a set (always finite in this paper) and P is a 
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reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive binary relation on X. The dimension 

of a poset P = (X, P), denoted by dim(P) or dim(X, P), is the least t so 
that the partial order P is the intersection of ¢ linear orders on X. We refer 

the reader to the monograph [14] and the survey articles [6], [11], [12] for 
additional material on dimension theory for posets. 

The height of a poset P = (X,P), denoted by height(X,P), is the 

largest n so that (X,P) contains a chain of n points. A poset of height 1 

is an antichain and has dimension at most 2. A poset of height 2 can have 

arbitrarily large dimension. Examples are given in [7]. 

There is an important class of posets for which the dimension is bounded 
in terms of height. A poset P = (X,P) is an interval order if there is a 

1 — 1 function assigning to each element x € X a closed’ interval [a,, ,| 

of the real line R so that x < y in P if and only if b, < a, in R. The 

following well-known theorem of P. Fishburn [4] gives a forbidden subposet 

characterization of interval orders. 

Theorem 1.1. (P. Fishburn). A poset P = (X,P) is an interval order 

if and only if X does not contain four points 21,2, 41, y2 with Ti CZ Ze, 

yi < Y2, Ti F Yo, and y, f rz in P. w 

In 1972, I. Rabinovitch [9] proved that the function f(n) = 

max{dim(X,P) : (X,P) is an interval order and height (X,P) < n} is 

well defined and satisfies f(n) < [n+ 1]. A logarithmic upper bound on 

f(n) was proved by Bogart, Rabinovitch and Trotter in [1]. The primary 

goal of this paper will be to prove a surprisingly tight asymptotic formula 

for f(n). Hereafter, all logarithms are base 2. 

Theorem 1.2. The maximum dimension f (n) of an interval order of height 

n satisfies: 

f(n) =Iglgn+ (5 + o(1)) Iglgign. m 

In the next section of the paper, we establish combinatorial connections 

between the dimension of an interval order, the chromatic number of shift 

graphs, and the number of antichains in the lattice of subsets of a finite 

set. In order to exploit these connections, we will also extend the concept 

of shift graphs to hypergraphs. 
  

! The essential property is that each z € X be represented by a connected subset 

of R. In this paper, we follow the most widely used convention and reguire that the 

connected set be a nondegenerate closed interval.
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2. Shift graphs and antichains in subset lattices 

In this paper, we use [n] to denote the finite set {1,2,...,n}. For a set X 

and a nonnegative integer m, (~ ) denotes the set of all m-element subsets 

of X. Whenever S = {21,22,...,2,} is a set of integers, we assume that 

the elements of S have been labelled so that 2; < x; whenever 7 < j. 

For integers n,k with n > k +1, Erdés and Hajnal [2] (see also [5]) 

defined the shift graph G(n, k) as a graph whose vertex set is a) and whose 
edge set consists of all pairs of the form {{21, 22,..., 2%}, {%2,%3,.--,2e41 }} 

where S = {21,%2,...,Zn41} € (fn). The shift graph G(n, 1) is a complete 

graph on n vertices, and of course its chromatic number is n. It is an easy 

exercise to show that y(G(n,2)) = [Ign]. For larger k, Erdős and Hajnal 

[2] gave the following asymptotic formula. 

Theorem 2.1. (Erdés and Hajnal) For fixed k > 3, x(G(n,k)) = (1+ 
o(1)) lg lg...lgn, where the logarithm function is iterated k — 1 times. WB 

In this paper, we are concerned primarily with the family {G(n,3) : 

n > 4}. These graphs are also called double shift graphs. For double shift 

graphs, we can provide a more accurate estimate on the chromatic number 

than is provided by (2.1). For an integer t > 1, let 2* denote the poset 

consisting of all subsets of [¢] partially ordered by inclusion. The poset 2° 

is a distributive lattice having dimension t, height ¢ + 1 and width (i: 1): 

The following result is part of the folklore of this subject, but to the 

best of our knowledge, no one has published a proof. We do so now because 

it directly motivates arguments which follow. 

Theorem 2.2. For each integer n > 4, the chromatic number of the double 

shift graph G(n, 3) is the least t for which there are at least n antichains in 

2', the lattice of all subsets of [t]. 

Proof. Suppose first that x(G(n,3)) = t. We show that 2’ has at least 

n antichains. Let ~ : (2) — [t] be a good coloring of G(n,3). For 

each A = {ij,i2} E (fl), let Sa = {a € [t] : there exists is € [n] 

with is > i. and W({i;,%2,i3}) = a}. For each i, € [n], let C,, = {Sa : 

there exists i, € [n] with ig > i; and A = {t;,i2}}. Partial order each C,, 
by inclusion, and let M,;, be the set of maximal elements. Note that M,, 

is an antichain in the lattice 2°.
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Next, we show that the n antichains in {M;, : i, € [n]} are distinct. 
Suppose to the contrary that A = {i,,i2} € (fl) and M;, = M;,. Then 

Sa € C;,, so there is some Sg € M;, with S4 C Sg. Since M;, = M,,, 

we know Sg € M;, € C;,, so there is an integer i3 € [n] with i, < iz and 

SB = Sc, where C = {i2, 13}. 

Now suppose 7#({i1,72,%3}) = a. Then a € S4 € Sg = Sg. So there 

exists i, € [n] with i, > is such that ~({ie,i3,i4}) = a. This contradicts 
the assumption that w is a good coloring of G(n,3). We conclude that 2¢ 

has at least n antichains. 

Now suppose that 2’ contains at least n antichains. We show that 

x(G(n, 3)) < t. Let Mi, Mo,..., M, be antichains in 2* labelled so that 
if 1 <7, <% <n, then there exists a set S € M;, so that S g T, for every 

T € M,, (such a labelling is easily seen to exist). 

For each A = {i1,i2} € (fl), choose a set S4 € M,, so that S,4 Z T for 

every T € M;,. Then let {i1, 42,43} c (9), A — (is, iz) and B — (iz, iz). 
Observe that Sg ¢ S4 so we may define a function y : ('!) — [t] by taking 
w({t1, 72, i3}) as an element from Sp — Si. 

We claim that w~ is a good coloring of G(n,3). To see this, let 

{i1,i2,%3,t4} € ("), A = {t1,2}, B = {i2, ig}, and C = {ig,i,}. Then 
piti, t2,43}) € Sp — S4 and p({t2, i3,i4}) € So — Sp, 80 v((i1, i2, is) A 
W({t2, tg, t4}). a 

The problem of counting the number of antichains in 2° is a classical 

one and is often called Dedekind’s problem. Asymptotic solutions are given 

in [7] and [8]. For our purposes, we need only the fact that these estimates 

assert that the total number of antichains in 2‘ is approximately the number 

of subsets of the largest antichain. 

Corollary 2.3. The chromatic number of the shift graph G(n, 3) satisfies: 

1 
x (G(n, 3)) = Ig ign + (5 ron) lg lg Ig n. = 

Further applications of shift graphs in the theory of chromatic numbers 

can be found in [3].
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3. Interval orders and shift graphs 

For an integer n > 4, let I, = (In, P,) denote the poset whose elements 

are the nondegenerate closed intervals with integer endpoints from [n] with 

[é1, 42] < [f1,j2] in P, if and only if i2 < j,. Clearly, each I, is an interval 

order, and we call the posets in the family {I, : n > 4} canonical interval 

orders. 

Theorem 3.1. Let n > 4, let I, = (In, P,) be the canonical interval order 

and let G(n,3) be the double shift graph. Then dim(I,) > x(G(n,3)). 

Proof. Suppose that dim(I,,) = ¢. Choose linear extensions L,, L2,..., D1 

of P, whose intersection is P,. Now define a coloring 4 : (Ím) — [ft] as 

follows. For each {i;,%2,i3} € (I), choose a € [t] so that [i1, 42] > [t2, 73] 

in La, and set W({i1,42,43}) = a. If {i1,i2,i3,44} € (%!), there is no 

a € [t] for which P({i1,%2,i3}) = a = W({ie,t3,t4}), since this would 

require [i;,i2] > [i2,i3] > [iz,i4] in L.. However [é1,%2] < [iz3, 44] in P, 

requires [i;,%2] < [i3,i4] in L.. We conclude that ~ is a good coloring of 

the shift graph G(n, 3), so dim(I,,) > x(G(n,3)). 

4. Some dimension theoretic preliminaries 

For a poset P = (X,P), we write z||y in P and say x is incomparable to 

y in P when « Z y and y < z in P. Then let inc(X,P) = {(z,y) € 

X x X :a2\ly in P}. A subset {(zi,y:) : 1 < i < k} C inc(X, P) is called 

an alternating cycle (of length k) if viz. < y; fori = 1,2,...,4 —1 and 

z1 < y,. An alternating cycle {(a;,y;):1<i< k} is strict if x; < y, if and 

only if j =i+1 for alli =1,2,...,h—1, and 2; < y if and only if j = 1. 

In Figures 1a and 1b below, {(zi, yi) : 1 < i < 4} is an alternating cycle of 

length 4. The cycle is strict in 1b but not in la. 

The following elementary lemma is due to Trotter and Moore [16]. 

Lemma 4.1. Let (X,P) be a poset and let S C inc(X,P). Then the 

following statements are equivalent: 

(1) There is a linear extension L of P with x > y in L for every (z,y) € S. 

(2) S does not contain any alternating cycles. 

(3) S does not contain any strict alternating cycles. mM
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Figure la. Figure 1b. 

Let P = (X,P) be a poset. An incomparable pair (z,y) is called a 
critical pair if (1) z < x in P implies z < y in P for all z € X and 

(2) y < w in P implies x < w in P for all w € X. It is easy to see 

that if R = {L,,L2,..., 4} is a family of linear extensions of P, then 

P=1,01,... LZ, if and only if for every critical pair (x,y), there is 

some a € [t] such that + > y in L,. Let crit(X, P) = crit(P) denote the set 
of all critical pairs in the poset P = (X, P). 

For a poset P = (X,P), define a hypergraph Hp as follows. The 

vertex set of 7, is crit(P), the set of all critical pairs. The edge set of 

Hp consists of those subsets of crit(P) which form strict alternating cycles. 
For emphasis, we state the following result as a lemma, although it follows 

immediately from the definition of the hypergraph Hp. 

Lemma 4.2. Let Hp be the hypergraph of critical pairs associated with a 

poset P = (X,P). Then x(Hp) = dim(P). a 

The following lemma gives us a key property of edges in Hp when P is 

an interval order. . 

Lemma 4.3. Let P = (X,P) be an interval order and let S = {(2;,y;) : 

1 <i < k} be a strict alternating cycle of incomparable pairs. If x; < yx, 
then 2:41 = y; fori=1,2,...,4—1.
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Proof. Suppose 24; < y; for some i with 1 <i < k—1. Then the four 

points 21, Y%,2i41,¥; Violate Fishburn’s characterization (1.1) of interval 

orders. B 

Now let P — (X, P) be an interval order as evidenced by the map which 

assigns to each z € X a nondegenerate closed interval [a,,6,] of R so that 

xz < y in P if and only if b, < a, in R. Set crit’ (P) = {(z,y) € crit(P) : 

a, < ay <b, < by in R} and dim’ (P) = least positive integer ¢ for which 

there exist ¢ linear extensions L,, L2,...,L, of P so that: 

(x) for every (x,y) € crit’ (P), there is some j € [t] such that z > y in L;. 

Lemma 4.4. If P = (X, P) is an interval order, then dim’ (P) < dim(P) < 

2+dim’(P). 

Proof. The inequality dim’(P) < dim(P) is trivial. We now show 

dim(P) < 2+dim"(P). Let dim’(P) = ¢ and let L,,L2,...,L, be lin- 

ear extensions of P satisfying property (*). Then define linear extensions 

Lei and Ly42 by: 

. wp J Gz C dy, OT 
(1) zcyinLui 1 ee eas yin 

: wp | Or < by, or 
(2) o<yin Liss Tees yin 

It follows easily that P = Ly NL2N---NLt42, so that dim(P) <¢+2. = 

In view of the preceding lemma, we will be concerned only with estimat- 

ing dim” (P) in the remainder of this paper. For example, Theorem (3.1) 

actually asserts that dim’ (I,,) > x(G(n, 3)). 

When P = (X, P) is an interval order, we let Ap denote the subhy- 

pergraph of Hp induced by crit” (P). Observe that dim’ (P) = x(Hp). For 

the canonical interval order I,, we abbreviate 7; to H, and H;, to 7H). 

Lemma 4.5. Let n > 4. Then a subset E C crit’ (I,) is an edge in Hy, 

if and only if there is some integer k > 2 and subsets {a),@2,...,@x+1 kh 

(b1, ba, ... bes) € (5) such that: 
1. a; <b; fori =1,2,...,k4+1, 

2. ak < bi < Gear < ba and 

3. E — (([a, b:], [ai41, bi+1]) 21 < 4 < k}.
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Proof. Suppose first that {a:,a2,...,@%41 } and {b,, b2,..., bx41 } are sub- 

sets from (A) and EF = {([a:,};], [ai41,0:41]) : 1 < i < k} C cerit(I,). 
For i = 1,2,..., k, set x; = [a;,6;] and y; = [a:41, 0:41]. Then 241 = y; 

in P, fori = 1,2,...,k. Also, 21 = [a1,0:) < [@e41,be41] = yx, So E is 

alternating cycle. Clearly, FE is a strict alternating cycle. 

Conversely, let E — {(2;, yi): 1<i< k} bea strict alternating cycle of 
critical pairs each belonging to crit’ (I,,). By Lemma (4.3), we may assume 

Liz. = y fori =1,2,...,k. Fort =1,2,..., k, set x; = [a;, bi]; also, set 

Y= [Qn41, de+1 ]- Since (xi, Yi) € crit” (In); we know a; < Giga < b; c big 

for i = 1,2,..., k, so {@1,d2,...,@n41 }, {B1, b2,..., Dear} € (7). Since 

2i,yi € In, we know a; < b; fori = 1,2,...,& +1. Therefore, 7, = y, is 

impossible. It follows that 7; < y, and thus b; < ax4,. Since E is strict, 

we conclude that ax £ bi C axryi < bo. B 

5. The augmented hypergraph 

Let n > 4. We define the augmented hypergraph H;" as follows. The vertex 

set of #77 is the same as the vertex set of #(;,. Also, every edge of H7, is 

an edge in #,,. However 7; contains some additional edges not present 

in MH, . 

Let k 2 2 and let (a1, a2, . . . , aki b; (bi, ba, ...,bkri1 b E (e). We call 
this pair of sets admissible if: 

(1) a; < 6; fori =1,2,...,k+1 and 

(2) ag <b: < Anyi S ba. 
We then take as edges in HAH; all sets of critical pairs E = 

{({a;, b:], [ain1, b:41]) : 1 < ¢ < k) arising Írom an admissible pairs of sets. 

Note that the essential change in the definition of the edges in #7” from 

the characterization in (4.5) is in the weakening of the condition b; < ap41 

to bi £ ax41. Clearly, x(H},) < x(H;" ), so in what follows, we will derive 
an upper bound on y(H;" ). 

At this point, the reader may question why we have introduced the 

augmented hypergraph. The answer will come in Section 6 when we extend 

the estimate on the dimension of a canonical order to an estimate on the 

dimension of a general interval order. 

The next result is the principal theorem of this paper.
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Theorem 5.1. Let n > 4 and let H;> be the augmented hypergraph. Ift 

is an integer with t > 2,8 = (\¢,) and n < 2°, then x(H,) <t+1. 

Proof. Let A,,A:,..., A, be the subsets of [¢] with |A;| = |t/2] for 

j =1,2,..., 8. Set q = 2° and let fi, fo,..., fy be the set of all functions 

from {s] to {0,1}. Without loss of generality, we assume that these functions 

have been labelled in lexicographic order, i.e., for each {ii,i2} € ('@), if j 

is the least integer in [s] for which fi,(j) A fi,(j), then fi,(7) = 0 and 

As a consequence of this labelling, note that the following property is 

satisfied. 

Lexicographic Property. If S C [gq] with |S| > 2 and j is the least integer 

in [s] for which the elements of {f;(j) : 1 € S} are not all identical, then 

there is a unique element ig € S such that for all i e S, fi(j) = 0 if and 

only if 4 < %. 

We will now define a good coloring 7 of the augmented hypergraph 

HI using the colors in [t + 1]. Let v be a vertex in 1,” . Choose integers 

a1, bi, az, ba from Ín] so that a; < az < bj < be and v = ((a1, 64], [@2, be). 

Let S, = {a;,6:} U {a2, bo} denote the set of endpoints of the two intervals 

in v. Then S, is either a 3-element or 4-element subset of [n]. Let j be 

the least integer in [s] for which the elements of {f,(j) : 4 € S,} are not all 

identical. We call j the distinguishing column of v and write j = dc(v). This 

terminology arises from considering the entries of {f;(j) : 7 € [q], 7 € [s]} as 

aq X s matrix of zeros and ones. 

It is an immediate consequence of the lexicographic property that we 

may classify the vertex v as balanced, zero-dominant or one-dominant by 

the following scheme: 

1. v is balanced if j = de(v), 

fas (9) = fa,(J) =0 and 
fo. (9) = foo (9) = 1; 

2. v is zero-dominant if j = de(v), 

far G) = fas (J) = fo, (J) = 0 and 
fu. (9) =1 and 

3. v is one-dominant if j = de(v), 

fa, (J) =0 and 

fas G) = fo. G) = foo (9) = 1.
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If v is zero-dominant and 7 = dc(v) define T, = {i € S, : f;(j) = O}. 

Then let 7’ denote the least integer in [s] for which the elements in {f;(j’) : 

i € T,} are not all identical. We call j’ the tie-breaking column of v and 

write j — tb(v). Of course, de(v) < tb(v). 

Dually, if v is one-dominant and 7 = dc(v), define T, = {i € S, : 

fi(j) = 1}. Then let 7’ denote the least integer in [s] for which the elements 

-in {f,(j') : i € T,} are not all identical. As before, 7’ is the tie-breaking 

column of v and we write j’ = tb(v). Again, observe that dce(v) < tb(v). 

If v is balanced, set. y(v) = t+ 1. If vu is zero-dominant, 7 = dc(v) and 

j — tb(v), choose w(y) as an element from A; — Aj. If v is one-dominant, 
j = de(v) and j’ = tb(v), choose y(v) as an element from A, — A;. 

It remains only to show that ~ is a good coloring of H;". To the 

contrary, suppose there exists an element a € [t+ 1] and an edge E in H;" 
such that (v) = a for all v € E. Choose an integer k > 2 and.an admissible 
pair of sets {@;,@2,...,@n+1}, {b1, bo,..., deri} € (A) such that: 

(1) a; cb; fori —1,2,..., k 1, 

(2) ax S bi S ar4i < be, 

(3) E — (fv. :1ci Sk) where v; = ((a;,5;], [ai41,0:41]) fori =1,2,...,k 

and 

(4) o(v;) = a for i =1,2,..., k. 

For 7 = 1,2,..., kylet j; = de(u,). If ¢ € [k] and v; is not balanced, let 
Jj, = tb(v,). 

Case 1.a=1t+1. 

In this case, each v,; is balanced. Now suppose i € [k — 1]. Then 

fois, (Gi) = 0 and f,,,, (j:) = 1, which implies that ji. < ji. 

If jiz1 < Ji, then fa... Gita) = fogs Gti). Since jiz1 = de(visi), we 
also have fa,,, (Ji+1) = 0. Thus fa... Jit) = Foss Git1) = Soar Git) = 
0. This implies that v;,1 is zero dominant and that ~(ui+1) #4 a. The 

contradiction shows ji,1 = j;. By induction, 7; = j; fori =1,2,..., k. 

Set S = S,, US,, U...US,,. Then j; is the least integer in [s] for which 

the elements of {f:(j1) : 1 € S} are not all identical. However, ax £ bi £ 

Bk+1 < be, Jax (51) = 0, So, (91) = 1, Tanya (51) = 0 and Sos (51) = 1. This is 

a violation of the lexicographic property. 

Case 2. a € [t] and v, is zero-dominant. 

In this case, fo, (31) = 0 and fs, (j1) = 1, 80 jo S i. If jo < ji, then 
fos (J2) = fo. (Je) = far (Je) = foo (j2) = 0, so v2 is also zero-dominant.
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Furthermore, it is easy to see that 7, = j, = tb(ve). Thus a = V(vi) E 
A;, — Aj and a = (v2) € Aj, —Ay, = Aj, —Aj,. Clearly, this is impossible. 

Thus je = jie 

Since f,, (ji) = Oand fy, (71) = 1, we know that v2 is not zero-dominant. 

Since a = y(v2) € [¢], ve is not balanced. Now suppose v2 is one-dominant. 

Then (v2) € Aj, — Aj, = Ay — Aj, and W(vi) E Aj, — Ay. Again, this is 

impossible. 

Case 3. a € [t] and vi is one-dominant. 

If jo < ji, then fa,(j2) = fe.(J2) = 0, SO v2 is zero-dominant and 

(v2) € Aj. — A; . Since az S az S ba, (a2, az, bat C T,, and fa, (J) = foo (9) 

for every j < Ji, it follows that j, > j,. However, f.,(j) = fo, (j) for every 

j < jy now implies that j, = j,. Thus 4(u1) € Ay — Aj, = Ay, — A;, , which 
is impossible. We conclude that 32 > 71. 

Now je = ji is impossible since f.,(j1) = 1, so it remains only to 

consider the case where jz > j,. Observe that jo < j,. If jo < j,, then ve is 

zero-dominant and j, = j,. This implies that y(v1) € Ay: — Aj, = Ay, — Aj, 
while (v2) € Aj, — Aj, which is impossible. Thus jz = J}. 

Since f,,(j2) = 1 and ve is not balanced, we know that v2 is also one- 

dominant. Then (v1) € Aj — Aj, = Aj, — Aj, and Y(v2) € Ay — A 
The contradiction completes the proof of the claim and the theorem. B 

j2° 

Corollary 5.2. The dimension of the canonical interval order I,, satisfies 

dim(I,,) = Ig lgn + (3 + o(1)) Iglgign. m 

Although it does not take too much additional work to obtain our 

principal result, the reader should note that Theorem (1.2) does not follow 

immediately from (5.2). The reason is that there are interval orders of 

bounded height which are not contained in small canonical interval orders. 

6. General interval orders 

In this section, we give the proof of Theorem (1.2): The maximum dimen- 

sion f(n) of an interval order of height n satisfies f(n) = Iglgn + (3 + 

o(1)) Ig lg Ign.
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Proof. It suffices to show that if n > 2, then y(G(2n + 1,3)) < f(n) < 

2+ x(H7,,). The inequality f(n) > x(G(2n + 1,3)) follows from the 

fact that the height of the canonical interval order Iz,,, is n and that 

dim(Ieny1) > x(G(2n + 1,3)). It remains only to show that f(n) < 

2+ x(a): 
Without loss of generality, we may assume the points of X are nonde- 

generate closed intervals of the real line and that no point on the line is the 

endpoint of more than one interval from X. Since height(X,P) = n, we 

may choose a decomposition X = A; U Ap U...UA, where each A; is a 

maximal antichain. It follows that for each i € [n], the intersection of the 
intervals belonging to A; is a nondegenerate closed interval of the real line, 

so we may choose a nondegenerate closed interval J; from the interior of this 

interval. Observe that the intervals J,, Jo,..., J, are disjoint. Without loss 

of generality, we may assume that the antichains in the partition have been 

labelled so that J, < J, <-:-< J,. Also observe that since the antichains 

in the decomposition are maximal, if an interval from X intersects some J;, 

then it contains J; and it belongs to Aj. 

For each x € X, set 

Oe V 541 if J; <x but Jin, £2 

and 
b. — n+1 ifaZ<J, 
7 5 if z a J; but c ¢ Jj-1. 

Then set F(x) = [a,,b,]. The integers a, and b, indicate which gaps 

between the intervals J;,J2,...,J, contain (respectively) the left and right 

endpoints of x. The function F is a mapping of (X,P) to the canonical 

interval order I,,,. Although F is not in general an embedding, it does 

satisfy some key properties. 

Claim 1. For each 7 € X,1<a, <b, <n+1. 

Proof. It is immediate from the definitions that 1 < a, <b, <n+1. The 

inequality a, < b, follows from the observation that each x € X belongs to 

some antichain A; and thus J; is contained in the interior of x. This implies 

a, <iandb, >i+1. @ I 

Claim 2. If r c yin P, then b, £ ay. 

Proof. This claim follows immediately from the observation that the left 

end point of y is greater than the right end point of z. &
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Claim 3. If F(z) < F(y) in Pay, then x < y in P. 

Proof. If F(z) < F(y) in Pry, then 6b, c ay. If b, = a, — 1, then 

z< J, =Jo,-1 <y. Ifb, <a, —1, then 2 < J, < Ja,-1 < y. In either 

casezr <yin P. B 

Set N = {(x,y) € crit(P) : a, < a, and b, < 6,}. Observe that 

if (x,y) € N, then ((a,,6,}, [ay,b,]) € crit’ (In41) and therefore a vertex 

in Misa: Now let x(7A7,,) = t and let ~ be a good coloring of the 
vertices of #(;",, using the integers from [t] as colors. For each a € [ft], 

let Sa = {(z,y) EN: ¥(([az, be], [ay, by])) = a. 

Claim 4. There is no a € {¢] for which S, contains a strict alternating 

cycle. 

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that a € [t] and that {(a;,y,):1<i< k} 

is a strict alternating cycle contained in S,. If vi41 = y; fort = 1,2,...,k—-1 

and x; = y, then az, < ay, — az, GC ay = Az, < ++: < Gy, =z, < 

dy, = az, which is false. We may therefore assume z, < y, and 2:41 — 4; 

fori — 1,2,...,k— 1. 

In this case, we know az, < Gy, = Gz, < Gy; — üz; < +++ < Gy, = 

Gz, <@y, and bz, < by, = bz, < by = be, <-> < by, , = bz, C by, . 

If b,, < ay, ., — az; then F(x1) < F(y,-1) in Pryi. Thus 21 < yp-1 

in P which is false. We conclude ay, , — az, < 52,. A similar argument 

shows ay, < b,, = b,,. Finally, observe that x; < y, requires b,, < dy,. 

However, this implies that 7 is monochromatic on an edge in the augmented 

hypergraph H;7,,. The contradiction completes the proof of the claim. m 

Now for each a € [i], let ZL. be a linear extension of P with z > y in 

L, for every (z,y) € S,. Then define two linear orders L,,,; and D442 on 

X as follows. 

: : az < Gy, OF (1) 2<yin Leg {ese andz>y in LT; 

‘ ip | bz < by, or
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It follows easily that P = L,NL2N---MLs42 so that dim(X, P) < +2. 
We conclude that dim(X, P) < x(Hy,,)+2. = 

7. Edge patterns and matrix representations 

The arguments presented in this paper suggest a broad class of combina- 
torial problems for graphs and hypergraphs with edges defined by a pre- 
scribed set of patterns. In the preceding two sections, we considered a 
vertex vu of the augmented hypergraph MH as a critical pair of the form 
(laz, bz], [ay, by]) with a, < ay <b, < by. As noted in the proof of (5.1), the 
set S, = {a,b} U {ay, by} is either a 3-element or 4-element subset of [n]. 
Furthermore, the map v — S, is easily seen to be a bijection between the 
vertex set of H;7 and (7!) U (!). For this reason, we could just as easily 
consider the vertices in #1;" to be subsets of [n]. 

Here is a general setting for coloring problems of a similar nature. Let 
P — (41, Az, ..., Ar) be a family of sets. We call P an edge pattern of 
size m if UP is an m-element set. When P is an edge pattern of size 
m, UP = (r1,T2,....Tm) and n 2 m, we define a hypergraph H,(P) 
as follows. The vertices of ,(P) are the sets in { (2) : [A] € P). For 

each subset B = {by,bo,...,bm} € ('"!), we have an edge Ez(P) in the 
hypergraph #4,(P) defined by Ba, = {b; : x; € A;} for each j € Ír], and 

Ep(P) = {Ba, :5 € [r]}. 
If F ={P. : a € A} is a family of patterns, then we define H,,(F) as 

the hypergraph whose vertex set (respectively, edge set) is the union of the 
vertex sets (respectively, edge sets) of the hypergraphs in {H,(P.) : a € 
A}. 

Example 7.1. Let P = {{1,2,...,k}, {2,3,...,4+1}}. Then the hyper- 
graph Ht, (P) is the Erdés-Hajnal shift graph G(n, k) defined in Section 2. 

Reflecting on the proof presented in section 5, the essential difficulty 
is determining the chromatic number of the hypergraph H(P) where P 
is the edge pattern {{1,2,3,5}, {2,4,5,6}}. In developing a feel for the 
chromatic number of hypergraphs specified in edge patterns, we have also 
found it convenient to represent the pattern in matrix form.
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Formally, with an edge pattern P — (Ai, A2,..., A.) of size m, we 

associate anr x m matrix M whose íj entry is 1 if and only if j E A;. For 

example, the following 0-1 matrix represents the edge pattern of the double 

shift graph G(n, 3). 

1 1 10 

0 1 11 

The matrix representation of the edge pattern P = {{1,2,3,5}, 

{2,4,5,6}} is 

111010 

010111 

We have found these matrix representations useful for the research asso-. 

ciated with the manuscript. Moreover, we believe that it should be possible 

to formulate a general theory of the chromatic number of hypergraphs de- 

fined in this manner. 

8. Concluding remarks 

There are several interesting open problems involving the dimension of 

interval orders. Here are three of them. 

Question 8.1. Is it true that for every n > 4, there:exists some integer 

t = t, so that if (X,P) is any interval order with dim(X,P) > t, then 

(X, P) contains a subposet (Y, Q) isomorphic to the canonical interval order 

I, = (hn, Pa)? 

A poset P = (X,P) is t-irreducible if dim(P) = t, but every proper 

subposet of P has dimension less than t. 

Question 8.2. For.each t > 3, how many non-isomorphic t-irreducible 

interval orders are there? 

Question 8.3. Given an interval order P = (X, P), is it NP-complete to 

determine the dimension of P? 

Other problems and conjectures for posets are given in [13], [14] and [15]. .
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